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Abstract. This study investigates the selection of stock from huge stock markets and by using
good selection tools so that it will give a good return value. It helps investor to find an easy
decision regarding their investment in stock market individually with effective collection of
trading activities. Many artificial intelligence (AI) techniques are untested in the financial
crisis scenario. This research really helpful to the investor in the stock selection and stock
purchase decision. AI is also a one of the hottest topic for most industries, researchers and
investors. The financial market is easy to analyze with multiple charts, due to the application
of artificial intelligence.
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Introduction
Stock forecasting is very important because based on this one should have to decide
his/her financial decision [1]. However stock market fluctuations may change the mood of
the person’s investment. Rate of risk also effect the investor’s mind. But stock market plays
in the mobilization of capital as well as it returns interesting results like low risk in long run
investment.
Even though no sure-shot formula has discovered yet but few tools with certain rules
give more chances for getting good return. Proper investigation with proper decision should
refine to achieve the target amount [2]. For this proper research work should require with
investing different stocks. Proper knowledge and understanding are highly recommended
before taking any investment in the stock and also involves regularly through the market
cycle. One should also look of investing money in a very systematic approaches with a
disciplined investment will give good return for a long term plan [3]. Emotions never make
the judgment beginners may start with low risk and making diversification of portfolio
[4 - 5]. Also each time same kind of return is not possible, so one should think realistic
expectation and each time one should monitor the growth of the investment by proper use
of risk tolerance with different goals and timelines [6].
Strategies in stock market
Before going to think any strategies there should be require of depth knowledge and
sufficient research should require to get good return from stock market.
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Strategies like fundamental analysis, technical analysis, growth investing, qualitative
analysis, buy and hold, averaging down, any one strategies may be best for the stock market
[7]. One should have to know how to avoid risk and will get the benefits from stock market.
Even one have small amount of money but can start investing in share market. Diversifying
strategies simple means that investor money will not be in a single basket, but that money is
spreading for different sectors. Daily basis technical analysis and for long term fundamental
analysis are good.

Figure 1. Prediction based on AI.
AI Tools
In today’s market so many tools which will give indication of stock market like onbalance volume, accumulation, aroon indicator, RSI, MACD, Etrade, Trade station, Market
gear, meta stock, stock charts and many more [8].
Simulations tool like trade station, TD Ameritrade, Invest opedia and virtual stock
exchange which helps the capitalizes for analysis in the market.
Risk–Reward Ratio is a non linear approach to access the risk/reward, by divide the
net profit with by the price of your highest risk [9]. Some interesting analysis can be possible
through MACD, Moving average and parabolic sar [10 - 12].Machine learning also plays a
important parameter [13]. AI based prediction can be visualize from figure 1.
AI in stock market
In artificial intelligence analysis it helps to provide results for each and every
milliseconds. AI have started the magical role in trading. It gives information with accurate
and quick by prediction of stock prices by using the previous historical data. Basically it
combines the community of trading and by scanning all the trading as a result it perform
better.
Even if many companies use AI to make benefit for the economies like Amazon uses
AI for product recommendation to customer. Through AI Netfix make different content
creation based on this artificial Intelligence and make an huge demand on the current
scenarios. Companies are adopting AI for different sectors like low AI adoption for travel/
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Tourism, education and health care system. basically retail and media, entertainment uses
medium AI adoption. For automation and for finance services uses high AI adoption.
In financial for portfolio management AI techniques can help and improve the
performance. Now a day’s the ability of AI make it as essential for trading. AI helps in model
validation, back testing, trading, portfolio composition also helps to finding the fraud
detection in financial services.

Figure 2. Moving average.

Figure 3. Parabolic Sar.
Different type moving average can be calculate by using tool, figure 2 shows for
moving average strategies and figure 3 represents parabolic sar. Parabolic sar signals when
close crossing buy or close crossing below sell.
Trading decision can be success especially when there will be a technical analysis.
Technical analysis also help to understanding the core concept of trading.
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Figure 4. Moving average convergence divergence.
Profitable trading set up can be made by MACD (Moving average convergence
divergence). All the figures 2, 3 and 4 represents the reliance industries ltd India NSE, so all
type of analysis can be performed within few seconds through the analysis tool.
By using artificial intelligence, smart trading can be possible, which is very fast and
accurate to analyze different pattern with high speed. It does not need any human
intervention. Even in millisecond it gives result without require of human inputs.
Comparing between two stocks can be easily predicted. For an example considering
two shares comparison of reliance and Larsen, which is shown in figure 5.

Figure 5. Easy comparison of two shares.
Now companies like Google, Microsoft and Netfix and many more uses AI to improve
product design and gain strategies.
Now a days AI and ML play a key factor behind the existing stock. It is also started
helping chatbot trading. Tt really helps to analyze massive data.
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Conclusions
One should get good foundation before starting any investment to the stock market.
The research may be informative for the readers. Readers should take interest by proper
understanding the theory of stock market and make theory into action. So one should start
investing and make profits from stock market. AI actually becomes smarter and smarter. Huge
analytical power can be possible when AI along with big data. Still many AI techniques are
untested in financial crisis scenario. More educator trainers require to give awareness to
people. AI and ML are moving faster which makes the regulatory framework to financial
industry. It is easy to see the market situation and make require changes in portfolio
management. Due to AI ,it is easy to analyze financial market with multi chart layouts.
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